• How do literary forms work?
• LINGUISTIC RHYTHM and METER → they are best spelled out as separated forms: the kind of prominence assigned by the meter is not always consistent with linguistic prominence; • deviation is central to studies of literary language (e.g. Attridge 1988 ), but the ways in which deviant language is interpreted is not well understood.
• cummings' text seems chaotic, and is highly deviant, but the sentence is largely unambiguous. How do we reach this unambiguous interpretation?
• proposals for a `poetic grammar' (Austin 1984) are highly problematic. Some of the movements/constructions in the cummings poem are unlike English grammar (for discussion of focus movement see Rochemont and Culicover 1990) .
• motivating the movements in terms of other formal features of the text (rhyme, meter)is also highly problematic. This rearranged version retains the meter and most of the rhyme • an alternative proposal: deviant sentences are given an interpretation via the interaction of separate linguistic systems (syntax, semantics, pragmatics).
• residual syntactic structure maps onto an underspecified and incomplete semantic structure, which forms the basis for pragmatic inferencing, which in turn picks out the interpretation.
• explaining the interpretation of deviant sentences in this way involves no extra linguistic machinery, avoids theoretical difficulties, and comes with additional empirical advantages.
• it also corresponds with readers' intuitive responses to such texts: interpretation is partially inferential, but constrained by some aspects of structure.
